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Introduction

Natural disasters often lead to events involving fire, such as the case of the Victorian

bush fires (Australia, 2009), which resulted in dozens of victims (Lain et al., 2009).

Heat-induced changes affecting the human body may prevent the applicability and

reliability of standard methods for estimating the biological profile and for positive

identification of victims. Although investigation in this field is increasing, one

fundamental research tool is still lacking – a collection of identified burned

skeletons. Such a collection is being assembled at the University of Coimbra

(Portugal), stemming from the 21st Century Identified Skeletal Collection (Ferreira et

al., 2014).

Objectives

1) to achieve a better understanding of heat-induced changes;

2) to test the reliability of biological profiling methods when applied to burned

skeletal remains;

3) to develop analytical methods specific to burned skeletal remains according to the

extent of burning.

Preparing the Skeletons

The collection is composed of unclaimed or abandoned skeletons from a civil

cemetery, which allows for the implementation of invasive procedures such as

burning. Only the right antimeres of each skeleton are subject to controlled burning

up to 1100ºC in an electric muffle (fig.1). In case of trauma or unusual pathology or

morphology of the right side, the left side was used instead. Only parts of each

skeleton are burned so that the unburned part may serve as a basis for comparison.

The combustion dynamics, duration and temperature, of all burnings are being

videotaped so that the exact temperature is known for each point in time. Before

burning, photographic, metric and morphological analyses of the skeletons are

carried out. This is repeated after burning to document weight and dimensional

changes (fig.2,3). Bone samples are also taken before and after burning.

Research

Among others, the following research questions are being addressed, although the

current sample size is still small (N = 15):

1) Estimation of the pre-burning condition and dimensions of human remains based

on heat-induced features and 3D geometric morphometrics;

2) Age estimation based on tooth cementum annulation is being examined.

3) Assessment of teeth dimensional changes and their implications for sex

estimation.

4) The application of chemical methods for the discrimination of individuals in

commingled remains.

Concluding Remarks

The analysis of burned skeletal remains is becoming increasingly frequent in forensic

contexts due to the also increasingly number of situations involving fire. Therefore,

experimentation with human remains is critical. Although controlled laboratory

burnings do not completely replicate the usual on and off burning exposure often

occurring in forensic scenes, and despite dry bones may react differently than fleshed

or green bones (Gonçalves et al., 2011; 2014), this new collection will allow,

nonetheless, important insights about heat-induced changes and contribute

decisively for the improvement of bioanthropological methods that are more

adequate for the analysis of burned bones and teeth. Research regarding this issue is

already underway under the HOT Project (for more information, go to

http://hotresearch.wix.com/main). Therefore, this new resource is a stepping stone

for the advance of forensic anthropology of burned skeletal remains.

Figure 1. a) bones placed in the electric muffle, prior to the burning; b) burned bones from skeleton 49.
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Figure 2. Skeleton 77 after burning of some bones (charred) prepared for anthropological analysis.

Figure 3. a) comparison between the unburned left humerus and the burned right humerus

of an unidentified skeleton subject to the first experiment in 2013; b) burned right scapula of

an unidentified skeleton subject to the first burning experiment in 2013 (heat-induced

warping is indicated by arrows); c) comparison between the unburned left foot and the

burned right foot of skeleton 51 (temperature reached 900ºC); d) comparison between the

unburned right femur and the burned left femur of skeleton 26 (temperature reached 900ºC).
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